
PAZARTESİ
Monday

SALİ
Tuesday

ÇARŞAMBA
Wednesday

PERŞEMBE
Thursday

CUMA
Friday

24.90 TL- 1 9.90 TL- 1 9.90 TL- 24.90 TL- 1 9.90 TL-

Free pick up
service

Authentic Chinese Restaurant with
Professional Chefs

6 different delicious dishes between 12.00 and 17.00

Acılı Ekşili Çorba
Hot & sour soup
Çin Böreği
Spring Rolls
Sebzeli Dana
Beef with vegetables
Sebzeli Pilav
Fried rice with egg &
vegetables
Sebzeli Makarna
Noodles with
vegetables
Kızarmış Ballı Muz
Fried banana with
honey

Mısırlı Tavuk Çorba
Chicken & sweetcorn
soup
Kızarmış Wan Tun
Fried Wan Tun
Tatlı Ekşi Soslu
Tavuk
Sweet & sour chicken
Sebzeli Makarna
Noodles with
vegetables
Sebzeli Pilav
Fried rice with egg &
vegetables
Kızarmış Elma Tatlısı
Fried apple with honey

Acılı Eşkılı Çorba
Hot & sour soup
Acılı Lahana Salatası
Hot cabbage salad
Mantarlı Dana
Beef with mushroom
Sebzeli Pilav
Fried rice with egg &
vegetables
Sebzeli Makarna
Noodles with
vegetables
Kızarmış Elma Tatlısı
Fried apple with
honey

Mısırlı Tavuk Çorba
Chicken & sweetcorn
soup
Çin Böreği
Spring Rolls
Sebzeli Tavuk
Chicken with
vegetables
Sebzeli Pilav
Fried rice with egg &
vegetables
Sebzeli Makarna
Noodles with
vegetables
Kızarmış Muz
Fried banana with
honey

Opposite Kuşadası
Marina

@ hongkongmarina.com

Şarap 1 5 TL

Bira 1 5 TL
Kola 5 TL

Rezervasyon için; lütfen bizi arayın! (+90) 256 61 8 1 6 00 (+90) 532 445 63 43

If you feel you need a better smile come and visit us. We offer 20 years dental experience with the latest
technical equipment in a hygienic clinic.

We will provide you with a healthy looking smile and only the best aesthetics are used in our clinic.

With our competitive
prices, why go anywhere else?

Telephone :- 0090 256 612 2168

Mobile :- 0090 532 708 3671

e-mail : - serhanizer@mynet.com

DENTIST

SERHAN IZER

A perfect smile guaranteed.

Mantarlı Tavuk Çorba
Chicken & mushroom
soup
Kızarmış Çin Mantısı
Fried Wan Tun
Körili Tavuk
Chicken with curry
sauce
Sebzeli Pilav
Fried rice with egg &
vegetables
Sebzeli Makarna
Noodles with
vegetables
Kızarmış Muz Talısı
Fried banana with
honey
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Habitation amnesty Deadline extended
At the beginning of June the government passed legislation to grant an amnesty for
illegal properties which includes properties that were never issued a habitation
certificate (HC). This only applies to properties that were built before December 2017.

Good news for home owners is that the amnesty deadline has been extended to 31st
December 2018; however it would appear that the deadline for payment is still 31st
December.

Many buyers were sold properties without a HC and without this document owners
were finding it difficult to sell their properties or had to sell at below the market rate.
Having applied for the amnesty many will now have their properties legalised,
providing of course that an accurate application for the amnesty has been made.

Also to be included under the amnesty were properties that had made changes without the necessary planning permission, for
example enclosing a roof space, bodrum or balcony. We assisted a client who had a beautiful villa but with no HC, the local council
had withheld the HC because of unpaid taxes by the builder. He applied for the amnesty and he was surprised to learn that as he had
put a permanent dog house in the garden this had to have its own certificate too!

Visitors to the Foreign Citizens Advice Centre who had made changes to their properties were unaware that continued on page 5

Even dog kennels get covered by the amnesty
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If you need the services of a pharmacy at short notice, at least
two are open 24 hours a day in Kusadasi at any one time.
Every pharmacy has a sign in their window showing the

locations of the ones that are on late duty that day.
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MEDICAL EMERGENCY

FIRE

POLICE HELP

FOREST FIRE

JANDARMA

COAST GUARD

HEALTH INFORMATION

ELECTRICITY SUPPLY
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1 56
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editor@theegeeye.com (0256) 6123207

Serhan Izer Dentist above Deniz
Bank

Belediye Lobby
De Ja Vu Cafe Bar

Ergo Sigorta
Molly Malones

Lidya Optic
Sea Breeze Restaurant Ladies

Beach
Ottoman Turkish Bath Ladies

Beach

Would you like to receive a full copy of the Ege Eye
newspaper delivered free to your inbox by email?

JUST GO TO www.theegeeye.com

Only an e-mail address is required to register.

REMEMBER, if you are living in Ireland
or the UK and you wish to contact the
Foreign Citizens Advice Centre for any
information you can call the following
numbers to save on the cost of an
international call.
IN IRELAND  CALL 01 657 1475
IN UK  CALL 0207 078 7443

PICK UP A COPY OF THE EGE EYE AT:

Hong Kong Restaurant

Mr Moon's Place

Special Restaurant

Diyas Solucan

Orhan Kuafor

Pandora Jewellery
Mexican Restaurant

Or call into our office

for your copy

Email the advice centre at support@adviceturkey.org or telephone on 05318 560 546  all queries will be answered
confidentially by our friendly team the same day, so don't hesitate to ask

AUTHORISED TRANSLATOR
ESRA URGANCI
e-mail : esraurganci@hotmail.com
Tel: 0256 61 4 6044
Mob: 0535 743 5526

Lale Pharmacy Ladies Beach open 24/7
On the beach front next to Dream Bar

Tel: 0256 612 46 57

Kusadasi meetings of Alcoholics Anonymous
Tuesday and Friday evenings in the Santur Hotel at 7pm.
The Santur Hotel is about 1 50 metres from the main mini

bus stop in Kusadasi.
For more information contact Tony on 0090

5374136271

RESIDENCE

GENERAL

INFORMATION
If you wish to apply for your first residence or extend

your existing one, you can avail yourself of free help

and advice at the:

THE FOREIGN CITIZENS ADVICE CENTRE
OPEN MONDAY - FRIDAY

April - October 1 0am - 5pm
October - April 1 0am - 4.30pm

0090 531 8560 546 anytime

You only have until December 31 st to take advantage of the

government’s Habitation Amnesty. For help, advice or

assistance, please feel free to contact our office on +90 256

61 2 3207 or email support@adviceturkey.org
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Wild boars live with Bodrum residents

Foreign Citizens
Advice Centre

Free Advice Clinic

Email us wıth your questions
we will be delighted to help

support@adviceturkey.org.uk

Tel: +90 5318 560 546

Providing free, independent advice and support

on all aspects of living working, visting, buying

& selling property and investing in Turkey

We provide an independent & confidental service. The service is funded by
local residents & businesses and therefore there is no charge for the
advice it offers.
All correspondence is for information purposes only and you are advised at
all times to engage the services of suıtabilty qualifed professionals.

Association Registered No: 09017134 (9321647)

Not only is the Aegean town of Bodrum visited my millions of tourists, but it has become a
common sight to see wild boars searching for food up and down the streets almost every
day.

This sight is not only common to Bodrum  Rome has a problem with wild boar; wolves
mingle with surburban Germans; mountain lions frequent LA. All around the world, city life
seems increasingly conducive to wildlife.

Ethem Yavas an official from Bodrum Hunters Club said that “they are harmless animals as
long as they are not disturbed. They are mostly seen next to the garbage containers. So we
often see them in front of our houses. Female boars may attack to protect their babies. This
is the most important thing to pay attention to. If they have babies with them, it is better to
stay away,”

Yavas also explained that “boars are very useful for nature. They are the only animals that mix seeds with the soil. Plants grow thanks
to the boars. It is useful for us to learn how to live together with wild boars.”

MY PROPERTY TURKEY
When you have bought your ideal home, we will assist and make arrangements in any area you wish, such as finding builders, tradesmen,

arranging bank accounts, connection to telephone services and all other utilities. Inspections are done when you require, as often or as little as

you like - if we have bad weather you will be informed, photos will be taken of any damage and along with a quote for repair, you'll be sent an email.

We cover services like keyholding, cleaning, maintenance and management, as well as:

pool maintenance

property repairs

property inspections

cleaning

villa & apartment rentals - short & long term.

We are sure that our help will make for a stress-free move, as it has for many others in the past. We are here to help you - make life easy

info@mypropertyturkey.co.uk http: //www.mypropertyturkey.co.uk Call +90541 901 06 82

Turkey allows foreign residents to make real estate deals in foreign currencies

In September 2018 in a bid to support the Turkish Lira, the government ruled that property sales, rental contracts and leases

should all be made in Turkish Lira and not in foreign currency.

According to a decree published on November 16 the government has altered some of the restrictions on the use of foreign

currency.

Under the new regulations published in the government’s Official Gazette on Nov. 16, foreign residents will be able to make

real estate contracts in foreign currencies. Foreign currencies will also be allowed for rental agreements for tourist

accommodation facilities and in dutyfree zone stores.



Want a better quote for your health insurance; then look no
further

Find your insurance here
You’re in good hands

Here at the Foreign Citizens Advice Centre we have over 10 years experience in dealing
with our clients’ needs.

Totally Compliant For Residence Permit
English & Turkish Documentation
Helping you find the best policy
Dedicated to saving you time

Helping you make an informed choice
Respecting your privacy

Need help or guidance? Call in and get a free no obligation health insurance quote; or contact one
of our friendly volunteers at the Foreign Citizens Advice Centre.

Tel: (009) 0256 61 2 3207 support@adviceturkey.org Monday – Friday 1 0am – 5.30pm

MIHRAÇ TÜRKÖZ
Kemal Arikan Cad. 25/2

Kuşadası AYDIN

(above London coiffeur)

Tel : +90 256 61 3 44 49

Gsm : +90 533 465 04 02

mihracturkoz@hotmail.com

info@akmsigorta.com

For all your insurance needs,

Health, Home, Dask, and Motor

www.akmsigorta.com
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Do you need an English

speaking carpenter?

Tel: 0090 541 901 0682

Do you need an English
speaking plumber?

Tel: 0090 541 901 0682

If you are living in Ireland or the UK
you can call Foreign Citizens Advice

Centre on these lo-call numbers:

IRELAND

01 657 1 475

UK

0207 078 7443

FOREIGN CITIZENS ADVICE CENTRE

We do not sell insurance; we simply help you to compare what’s on offer from the
different brokers. All polices will be issued to you directly by fully licensed

insurance brokers.

Do you need an English

speaking electrician?

Tel: 0090 541 901 0682
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WHERE IS SANTA REALLY FROM?
There are quite a few countries that claim Santa comes from their land, but where is he actually from? It

all depends on who you ask.

However; the legend of Santa Claus can be traced back hundreds of years to a monk named St.

Nicholas. It is believed that Nicholas was born sometime around 280 A.D. in Patara, near Myra in

modernday Turkey.

He was well known for his piety and kindness and eventually became the subject of many legends. It is

said that he gave away all of his inherited wealth and traveled the countryside helping the poor and sick.

One of the best known of the St. Nicholas stories is that he saved three poor sisters from being sold into

slavery or prostitution by their father by providing them with a dowry so that they could be married.

Upon his death, his sarcophagus was placed in his church but unfortunately, his fame was spreading worldwide. He was named a Saint and it was alledged that

Italian sailors stole his bones to take to Italy with them.

In 2017 an intact tomb was found underneath Saint Nicholas Church, in the Demre district of Turkey's southwest province of Antalya and archaeologists believe

that they found the tomb of the original Santa Claus.

Today thousands of tourists from all over the world visit the Church of Saint Nicholas in Myra and the church features interesting Byzantine frescoes and mosaic

floors. They come as pilgrims, or, out of curiosity, wondering about the origin of Santa Claus, who is called Noel Baba or Father Christmas in Turkey.

MARINE LIFE AT THREAT IN THE BLACK SEA

Although Turkey is surrounded by seas on three sides, most of its demand for fish is met by the Black Sea. For many

years, human beings have considered oceans as a neverending source of fish. But it wouldn’t do to ignore that fish, like

every other resource on earth, are finite

Professor Cemal Dincer, head of Karadeniz Technical University's Sea Biology and Technologies Institute has said that

overfishing is threatening the different species in the Black Sea. Twenty years ago there were over 300 different fish

species in the Black Sea  this has now dwindled down to just 20.

Overfishing occurs when the number of fish being caught is more than the number of fish being reproduced, and it is

one of the ways humans are affecting ecosystems.

Dincer pointed out that almost 70 percent of the fish in Turkey are caught from the Black Sea and said, "even the number of Hamsi [Turkish anchovies] that are

mainly caught in the Black Sea are on the decline. If no steps are taken now, the Black Sea will be in serious trouble."



OOTTTTOOMMAANNAANN TTUURRKKIISSHH BBAATTHH

Sauna
Steam Room

Salt Room
Peeling

Foam Massage
Face Mask

Full Body Mask
Full Body Aroma

Massage
Stone Massage
Face Massage

Manicure
Pedicure

Traditional Turkish Bath
Men & Women Masseurs

Separate Facilities for Men & Women

Tel: 0256 622 1050

Fax: 0256 622 1051

Gsm: 0535 864 3700

Gsm: 0536 932 7593

Free pick-up
service in
Kusadasi

LLaaddiieess BBeeaacchh

Lottery fever hits Turkey
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Millions of Turkish people are getting ready to play for a massive cash prize in the country’s epic New Year

lottery with its titanic jackpot.

On New Year’s Eve many families wait for state TV channels to announce the winning numbers just before

midnight and many are superstitious about when and where they will buy their ticket.

Days before the lottery draw, wouldbe winners form long lines in front of the ‘Nimet Abla’ [Blessed Sister]

outlet in Eminonu, the most famous ticket agency in Istanbul in the belief that Nimet Abla’s are the best. It is

said that around 25 of the 32 monthly lottery draws generate at least a threedigit win for tickets bought at

Nimet Abla, and almost every year since 1988 a share of the New Year’s jackpot goes to a ticket it sold.

It is also deemed to be lucky to being struck by bird droppings. According to Anadolu Agency one ticket seller, “Ahmet Mutlu believes that if people want to bag

the right tickets, they should wait for the right time before buying.” When Mutlu was asked when is the proper time, he promptly answers: “Bird droppings,”

adding that “in my belief, being hit by bird droppings brings luck”.

So, good luck to everyone who buys a ticket – I am off to visit my friend who has a budgie before buying mine (in the hope of entering the New Year as a

millionaire).

MMuuttlluu YYııllllaarr

Open all year round

Continued from page one: the amnesty was based on measuring the whole property and not just the additional living spaces that had been created. Plans

have to be obtained from the local authority to compare the property as it is now.

According to sources at the Belediye, certificates that have been applied for with inaccurate or incorrect or misleading information may be revoked. This of

course will come to light when the amnesty has finished and the Belediye will undertake checks.

What many find hard to comprehend is how their properties don’t match the plans that the Belediye have. It seems that maybe the builder submitted plans but

then altered the actual building by adding another floor making a duplex into a triplex or converting a depot/storage to a living space. This has been quite

common and as a result has made all such properties illegal and even subject to fines in the past.

You may have a HC but if you have made changes to your property or maybe changes were made before you purchased your home, then because your

property does match the plans your property is in effect illegal so this is an ideal opportunity to legalise your property, avoid fines and the possibility that the

Belediye will instruct you to return the property to its original state according to the plans.

The government estimated that there were in the region of 13

million properties that could avail of the amnesty and at the

time of writing, 8 million properties have had amnesty

applications made.

Remember you can also follow us and register
on our social media platforms:

The Ege Eye Website ... https://theegeeye.com
The Ege Eye Facebook ... The Ege Eye

The Ege Eye Twitter ... https://twitter.com/theegeeye
Advice Turkey Website ... https://adviceturkey.org/

Foreign Citizens Advice Facebook ... Foreign Citizens
Advice Centre

Foreign Citizens Advice Twitter ...
https://twitter.com/adviceturkey



FUN PUZZLE PAGE FOR ALL THE FAMILY
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Across
1: Too near one's own situation for comfort
(5,2,4)
9: Playhouse performing a regular stock of

works (9)

10: Expected (3)

11: Shut up (5)

13: Outstanding — starlike (7)

14: Speak highly of (6)

15: Directionless (6)

18: Share — chanter (anag) (7)

20: Deadly (5)

21: Dram (3)

22: Snow slip (9)

24: Interminable (56)

Down

2: Single circuit of a track (3)

3: Paces — trousers (7)

4: Maoist (anag) — Chinese religion (6)

5: English astronomer who rejected the "Big

Bang" theory of the origins of the universe, d.

2001 (5)

6: Prizewinner (9)

7: Done without careful consideration (11)

8: Cloth cap (for a hunter?) (11)

12: Warranty (9)

16: Swindle (7)

17: Vandalise (6)

19: Shortlived fashion (5)

23: Is able (3)

BELLS
CANDLE
CANDY CANE
CARDS
CELEBRATE
CHIMNEY
CHRISTMAS
RUDOLPH
SANTA
SEASON
SLEIGH
STOCKING
TREE

WREATH
ELVES
FROSTY
GIFT
GIVING
GREETINGS
HOLIDAY
JOLLY JOY
MERRY
MISTLETOE
NOEL
NORTH POLE
REINDEER

CHRISTMAS WORD SEARCH

Twenty Questions

One player, the answerer, picks a Christmas themed object. All other
players ask the answerer "Yes" or "No" questions to guess what the
object is. If no one guesses correctly after 20 questions, the answerer
has won and picks a new object for the next round. If someone
guesses correctly they get to pick the object for the next round.

Candy Canes

You’ll need a deck of cards and 3+ people circled around a pile of
candy canes, one less than the number of players. Everyone takes
turns pulling cards with the goal to be the first to get four of a kind
(ex. four Kings). Once you do, take a candy cane as stealthily as
possible. Once that happens, everyone else races to grab on of the
remaining candy canes. The person who doesn't get a candy cane is
eliminated. Do this until one winner remains.

Santa Limbo

Have participants put a "santa belly" under their shirt using a pillow.
Place a limbo stick at a starting height. Then line up, and one by one
try to limbo underneath (with the Santa belly) until everyone has tried.
Slightly lower the stick and have those who made it through go again.
Continually lower the stick until one winner remains!

Stocking Guessing Game

First, you need a host to put random items in a stocking.
Once it's stuffed, tie a ribbon or string around the top of
the stocking so that no one can peek. Sit in a circle and
pass it around to let everyone feel what's inside. Give
them note cards so that they can write down their
guesses. The person who guesses the most correct
items wins.

Colour It In
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WINTER FUN IN TURKEY
Turkey is a country swarming with tourists in the summer, but what about winter?
Many people may think that tourism in Turkey is limited only to the summer, and
do not know much about the many amazing and unique places to visit during the
winter.

Although in the winter you can still enjoy mild temperatures in the south of the
country and indeed we still see tourists visit Kusadasi all year round. In the south
winter holidays are perfect for those with an aversion towards crowds and tourist
traps. The beautiful natural landscapes of Turkey, its magnificent churches and
mosques, stunning landmarks and monuments, and cities like, Cappadocia and
Izmir, are best explored during the winter, when you don’t have to worry about
endless queues, and gives a better opportunity for quality interaction with the
locals and more authentic experiences.

Our own region is still a tourist attraction in winter with its thermal facilities. A
variety of thermal spas in the region's cities of Izmir, Denizli and Aydin welcome
guests all year round.

You will usually find that hotels are discounted, restaurants are significantly cheaper, and there are cracking deals on Turkish winter
tours and activities.

For the more adventurous Turkey has many ski resorts and more than 100 peaks above 3,000 metres. One of the most popular is in
the alpinelike village of Uludag in the Marmara region. The highest peak of Mount Uludag is Kartaltepe at 2543 metres and the
altitude of the skiing area is between 1750 – 2543 meters. There is a number of hiking trails on Mount Uludag in its National Park
which is also famous for the Aras Waterfalls and glaciers at the peak.

Located in northeastern Turkey, Sarikamis is a perfect skiing destination. It is great for snowboarding as well as crosscountry skiing
and is perfect for skiing lessons for beginners.

Fishing is also popular in winter as millions of fish migrate through the Bosphorous Strait to reach the warmer temperatures of the
Mediterranean.

If you want to travel even further then a visit to Lake Cildir located on the boarder of Armenia and Georgia. Here too you can fish (if
you are prepared to break the thick layers of ice and wait for your catch). The lake is also popular for sleighing and after a long day
you can enjoy grilling your catch in this icy wonderland.

For a more detailed list of ski resorts go to https://www.skiresort.info/skiresorts/turkey/ where you will find plenty of choices for your
winter fun and at the end of the day you can warm up in a Turkish Bath or enjoy a cup of Salep, a creamy thick hot drink made from
the dried tubers of wild orchids.

DATE DAY HOLIDAY NAME HOLIDAY TYPE
1Jan Tuesday New Year's Day National holiday
20Mar Wednesday March Equinox Season
23Apr Tuesday National Sovereignty and Children's Day National holiday
1May Wednesday Labor and Solidarity Day National holiday
19May Sunday Commemoration of Atatürk, Youth and Sports Day National holiday
5Jun Wednesday Ramadan Feast Eve Half Day
6Jun Thursday Ramadan Feast National holiday
7Jun Friday Ramadan Feast Day 2 Extra Public Holiday
8Jun Saturday Ramadan Feast Day 3 Common local holidays
21Jun Friday June Solstice Season
15Jul Monday Democracy and National Unity Day National holiday
11Aug Sunday Sacrifice Feast Eve Half Day
12Aug Monday Sacrifice Feast National holiday
13Aug Tuesday Sacrifice Feast Day 2 National holiday
14Aug Wednesday Sacrifice Feast Day 3 National holiday
15Aug Thursday Sacrifice Feast Day 4 Extra Public Holiday
30Aug Friday Victory Day National holiday
23Sep Monday September Equinox Season
28Oct Monday Republic Day Eve Half Day
29Oct Tuesday Republic Day National holiday
10Nov Sunday Ataturk Memorial Day Observance
22Dec Sunday December Solstice Season
31Dec Tuesday New Year's Eve Observance

TURKISH PUBLIC HOLIDAYS 201 9



Registered Optician:
Endercan Surmeli

23 Years of experience

Quality Glasses at

Reasonable Prices

Tel: 00 90 256 61 2 73 76

lydiaoptik@gmail.com

Opposite Ada Plaza

MMUUTTLLUU YYEENNII YYIILLLLAARR
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In Turkey, most people spend the night with family and friends, either at home or out at a restaurant with

dinner and dancing. At home the time is spent eating and watching New Year’s Eve television programs as

well as playing party games.

There are many traditions and superstitions that take place here in Turkey. You will notice that there is an

abundance of red underwear on sale, so do not be offended if you happen to receive a pair as a gift

because they are considered good luck to wear at midnight for a fruitful and promising New Year. Red is

also popular because it symbolizes health.

Turning on a tap at midnight and letting the water run is also believed to bring good luck and good fortune. Many Turks will also sprinkle salt on their doorstep

for the same reason. I always remember my own father going outside before the stroke of midnight and then cross the threshold to welcome in the new year with

a lump of coal.

It seems that many people believe that whatever you are doing in the first minute of the New Year will determine how the rest of your year will be. For example; if

you are laughing, then you will laugh all year; if you are crying, then you will cry all year. If you go for a walk at midnight means that you will travel far and wide.

No matter where you are in the world usually the New Year is a time for family and friends to gather and join in each other’s wishes and dreams for the following

year.

ORHAN Kuaför
SINCE 1994

Cumhurıyet Mah. Muammer Ülgen Sk. No: 5/2 Kusadasi

Traditional & modern
hairdressing and
barber services since
1994

LLiiddyyaa OOppttiikk

EASY MULLED WINE RECIPE

Ingredients:

1 bottle of dry red or white wine (the cheap stuff will do)
1 sliced orange
2 cinnamon sticks
8 whole cloves
24 tablespoons sugar or honey.
If you like you can also add ¼ cup of your favourite liqueur

Method:
Mix all of the ingredients in a saucepan and heat until just about simmering (be careful not to over boil as you will boil off the alcohol.
Reduced the heat, cover and let the wine simmer for at least 15 minutes or up to 3 hours to allow all of the flavours come together.
Strain and serve with orange, lemon and lime slices

8,000-year-old sun seal discovered in excavations in Aegean province of Izmir

An earthenware seal dating back 8,000 years has been unearthed in Turkey's Aegean region. The circular seal, measuring seven centimeters (2.75 inches)

across, was found in Yesilova mound, the oldest human settlement area in the province of Izmir. Archeologist Zafer Derin, who heads the excavation team, told

Anadolu Agency that the seal is important for both its large size and its design. "We found one of the largest seals in Anatolia," he said.

The large seal was dried and baked in the sun and also symbolizes the sun. "We know that the person who owned this seal was an administrator, a manager,"

Derin said. He said the seal's purpose will be better understood after it is examined in detail by a microscope.

Derin said as the sun is unreachable; 8,000 years ago it was

a symbol of power. Also, in the Bronze Age, the greatest gods

were always linked to the sun and the sky, he said. Derin

added that they will write up the discovery in a scientific

paper so the whole world will know about this important find.

Source: Daily Sabah
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The annual Catch-22: Christmas here or there?
KLAUS JURGENS

Deck the halls with boughs of holly … ‘Tis the season to be jolly… who would not know this golden oldie

Christmas carol, or at least a few of its most famous lines. And it perfectly serves for the purposes of

introducing today’s topic, too: shall we happy overseas folk celebrate the festive season amongst our

expatriate community here in town or head back to where we originally hailed from?

Granted, many of our readers may say that all things Santa never really meant that much to them whilst

others would consider themselves as true Jingle Bells aficionados. To put it another way: it is purely a

matter of personal taste and choice, respectively.

If Christmas would be nothing special few would write or talk about it in the media or in public but it seems it never loses its attraction,

its flair and up to a certain context even its controversy. Have we not all heard about families so sadly splitting up exactly over Boxing

Day? Do we not know someone who so unfairly complained about the same type of unwanted presents repeatedly handed over year

after year? And have we not witnessed children rather outspokenly voicing resentment about wearing their Sunday Best for two to

three days in a row as countless visiting relatives would expect nothing less?

Who would have thought that what is supposedly the merriest time of each passing year can thus lead to unexpected consequences?

But this last column for 2018 aims at setting a different mood, is written with a completely different focus: we should not give in to nay

sayers and  just this once  do something completely politically incorrect by suggesting we indulge: we should be celebrating

Christmas and the New Year in splendor! In a world with far too many places gone mad we simply need an extended period of time to

recharge our batteries, to rediscover the good old values of joy and happiness yet at the same instant pause a moment to remember

those loved and dearly missed ones who have already taken up residency in higher up heavens.

All things considered, including the totally inappropriate question of whether I ‘love’ a present as not the present as such but the

gesture of giving it is important, your friendly columnist probably belongs to the Santa fan club no matter where. Which nicely brings

me to Kusadasi and our shared southern Aegean region where our newspaper is widely read and consulted  in case you opt to stay

put: give it a go, and you shall see how wonderful Christmas spent under palm trees can actually be.

Firstly, in case you wondered and should you wish to decorate your home you need not worry. Our Turkish friends and neighbors

celebrate New Year’s Eve in as festive a manner as we would celebrate Yuletide  and December 31 of course  and thus matching

items and materials including trees (fake or real) can easily be sourced.

Secondly, many of our fine restaurants offer special festive season menus but be prepared to book well in advance as they have

become extremely popular with many expats regularly taking advantage of these offers.

Thirdly, finding a present however big or small does not need faraway travels as we have fantastic shops right here in town. As a

matter of fact we will come across quite a variety of products which would not be sold anywhere back home which in turn make for

that very unique Kusadasi inspired gift.

Moreover, chances are that we might embark on a long walk marveling at the seas and blue waters, of course weather permitting. For

instance, my family spent more Christmas’s under perhaps somewhat windy but nevertheless perfect blue skies than one can

imagine, outdoor meals included even if supported by an infrared heating system or wind absorbing plastic windows to one or more

sides.

Then again and from time to time who would not wish to visit our original homes during the festive season, meet neighbors who did

not follow in our globetrotter footsteps or simply hang around in places familiar to us since childhood. This article was not intended to

stop you from traveling back and forth – it was more of a reminder that where we are at the moment celebrating Christmas can be as

joyous as anywhere else.

Per conclusion there is one more factor inherent in all things Santa whilst living abroad. Have you ever considered putting on the

apron and bake some Christmas cookies? No; not simply for yourselves but to prepare a few nice little boxes and hand them over to

friends and neighbors around here? That would most naturally include Turkish citizens and fellow expats!

Me and my family learned a lot about Turkish customs and traditions from helpful and so welcoming Turkish neighbors. Why not give

something back in return and Christmas could prove to be the best such time of year imaginable.

In any case and wherever you spend the next weeks until ringing in a new year: may I thank you from the heart for your interest in my

modest remarks and observations. Having said that it is a real pleasure contributing to The Ege Eye  Merry Christmas and a Happy

New Year 2019!
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KKUU SSAADDAASSII PPRROOPPEERRTTYY DDII RREECCTT
NO COMMISSION TO PAY

LOOKING TO BUY OR SELL?
ADVERTISE ON KUSADASI PROPERTY DIRECT FOR FREE

We offer a fully comprehensive purchasing service.
We are here to help

CONTACT US: 009 (0) 541 466 51 79
www.kusadasipropertydirect.com
info@kusadasipropertydirect.com

FOR SALE BY OWNER

Our paid for services
such as formal property
valuations and property

management are also
available

More than 3 million drivers fined in drive for safer traffic

From the Owner
By the Owner
For the Owner

STARTERS
Chicken or Broccoli Soup

Stuffed Garlic Mushrooms with Cream
Cheese & Spinach

MAIN COURSE
Turkey with Stuffing

Boiled Ham
Roast Potatoes

Mashed Potatoes
Brussel Sprouts

Cabbage
Carrots
Peas

Bisto Gravy
DESSERT

Apple Crumble with Custard
EVENING

Free Turkey & Ham Sandwiches +
Cheese & Crackers

For reservations call:
+90256 614 65 03 Gsm: +90531 276 87 89

BBOOOOKK EEAARRLLYY

TTRRAADDIITTIIOONNAALL
CCHHRRIISSTTMMAASS

DDIINNNNEERR

7744..9999 TTLL

WE SELL PINK GIN

In the first 10 months of 2018 more than 3 million drivers have been fined according to a statement issued by the

Interior Ministry.

In a drive to reduce accidents and traffic related injuries controls and checkpoints have been increased and during

this period a total of 3,307,698 drivers were given fines – an increase of 18 perent.

The number of tickets issued to license plates by police officers and electronic monitoring systems also increased by

43 percent and reached 8,338,527.

Some 4,000 pedestrians received fines for violating traffic lights and other rules. The number of vehicles barred from traffic stood at 849,266.

In addition to police and gendarmerie, municipal traffic police officers and honorary traffic inspectors also issued 230,201 and 182,042 tickets, respectively.

The number of deaths in traffic accidents decreased by 2 percent. Source: Daily Sabah (abridged).

Contact: Ibrahim Celik +9053261 60735

DDiiyyaass SSoolluuccaann
oorrggaanniicc ffeerrttiilliizzeerr ffoorr yyoouurr hhoommee aanndd ggaarrddeenn

diyassolucan

WWoorrmm ccaassttii nn gg ss aarree tthh ee rrii cchh eesstt nn aattuu rraall
ffeerrttii ll ii zzeerr kknn oowwnn ttoo hh uu mm aann ss

Benefits of worm castings:
no oxidation on grass

early flowering
odorless

40% more fruit yielding1 kg, 5kg, 1 0kg, 20kg bags

Speed limit on highways to increase: Turkish interior minister

Turkish Interior Minister Suleyman Soylu has

announced that the speed limit on Turkish highways

is to increase from 120 kilometres per hour to 125

kilometres per hour.

At present speeding is not punishable under 132

kilometres per hour (a leeway of 10%). Under the

new regulations this will increase to 137.5 kilometres

per hour.

The minister made the comments in Istanbul’s Uskudar district during an event marking “World

Day of Remembrance for Road Traffic Victims.” He continued by saying that “we will monitor

traffic a bit more and then increase the speed limit.”
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FOREIGN CITIZENS ADVICE CENTRE - How we helped

Volunteering is about giving back to the community; it can also be quite the receiving experience, too. Here at

The Foreign Citizens Advice Centre we not only assist our visitors on a daily basis; we also gain from meeting

new people and new challenges everyday.

Recently I posted on our social media platforms the telephone number to contact if you were to lose your Irish

Passport in Turkey. On the following Saturday I had a call from a Turkish friend who said that he was with an

elderly Irish gentleman named Tony who could not find his passport and was due to fly home that evening.

My Turkish friend did the right thing and took the gentleman to get a police report stating that he lost his

passport. As I live close to Tony, I brought him to my house to try and sort out an Emergency Travel Certificate

(ETC) for him.

As it was the weekend I knew the Irish Embassy in Ankara would be closed, however; if it is an emergency you can leave a message; which I did, and within 5

minutes I had a call from them. They were extremley helpful and said that although he would not be able to travel that evening, they would arrange an

appointment with the Irish Consulate in Izmir for Monday.

Meanwhile, Tony contacted his family in Ireland to arrange a new flight for the following Tuesday. As he had no email address, I gave them my details to send the

informaion to.

Whilst I was talking to his family, the Irish Consulate in Izmir called and confirmed that an appointment was available for him on the Monday morning. Tony had

to take new passport photos, the police report and another form of identification with him in order to obtain an ETC.

It is always important to keep your passport in a safe place. Replacing it costs a lot of money (especially if you have to book new flights), you’re at risk of identity

theft, it completely messes up any plans you might have had until you get a new one and you’re no longer legally entitled to be travel in our out of the country.

Always have copies of the main passport pages with you when you go on holiday and if like Tony you lose your passport while you are in Turkey, please feel free

to contact The Foreign Citizens Centre on the above number. Lucy Shone

Turkey to replace ‘Turkey’ with ‘Turkish’ in tourism campaigns

Turkey will replace the word “Turkey” with “Turkish” in its upcoming

communication campaigns to boost tourism.

“From now on we will use Turkish instead of Turkey in our promotions abroad.

Turkish Airlines will be the focal point of our promotions,” Culture and Tourism

Minister Mehmet Ersoy said at a press conference in Ankara.

Although the minister did not go into detail, the word “Turkey” has been a

subject of debate in the past.

Some people had previously suggested using “Turkiye” instead of Turkey to

keep English speakers away from confusing the country with the bird.

Ryanair Launches New Dublin To Bodrum Route

Ryanair, Ireland’s No.1 airline, announced a new route from Dublin to Bodrum, Turkey
(its 225th airport), with a twiceweekly service commencing in May 2019, as part of
Ryanair’s Summer schedule.

Ryanair’s Dublin summer schedule includes 98 routes in total, with 10 new routes to
Bodrum, Bordeaux, Bournemouth, Cagliari, Frankfurt, Gothenburg, London Southend,
Lourdes, Luxembourg and Thessaloniki.

The company's Head of Communications Robin Kiely said: “Ryanair is pleased to
announce a new Dublin route to our new airport Bodrum, Turkey, commencing in May
2019, which will operate twice weekly and is our 10th new Dublin route as part of our
Summer 2019 schedule.

Dublin Airport Managing Director Vincent Harrison said:“We are delighted to see Ryanair further expand its route network from Dublin
Airport. Bodrum is a hugely popular sun destination for Irish holidaymakers and this second destination in Turkey provides further
choice and flexibility for Ryanair’s customers. We wish Ryanair every success with this new route and we will work closely with its
management team to promote the new service.” Source: https: //corporate.ryanair.com (abridged)

Foreign Citizens Advice
Centre

Free Advice Clinic

Need Help?

Email us with your questions - we will be

delighted to help

support@adviceturkey.org

Tel: +90 0531 8 560 546
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Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year
to all of our Readers

Scala Nuova Kusadasi
General Enquiries:
Mob: 0532 257 55 73 Email: tarcanse@hotmail.com

Tel: 0090) 256 61 4 21 93

TARCAN Jewellery
Since 1974

CEREN Jewellery

Tel: 0090) 256 61 2 72 59

Next to The Orient Bazaar entrance,
Kusadasi

OFFICIAL DEALER

Pool Table & Darts
GREAT FOOD!
GREAT LIVE MUSIC!

Atatürk Bulv. No.1 1 2 Opposite the Marina

mexicanpubturkie@gmail.com0549 206 46 46
0532 272 1 0 77

Deja Vu Cafe Bar

Fresh home cooked food and kids menu

* All drinks are full strength & genuine

Next to the main Mosque

PANDORA

Here at The Ege Eye and The Foreign Citizens Advice Centre we would like to thank all our readers,
advertisers, customers and partners for their invaluable support over the past 12 months, we really
couldn't do what we do without you all. A special thank you goes to journalist, Klaus Jurgen, who never
fails to supply us with interesting articles every month.

We will be publishing fresh articles everyday throughout the festive season, so whether you are
celebrating in Kusadasi or abroad you can always catch up with the latest news.

The New Year in Turkey certainly does have a kind of Christmas feel to it, with Christmas type
decorations on sale, Christmas Trees which are called Yeni Yil Agac, (New Year's Tree) and of course
some really good Turkish New Year traditions which you can read about on page 8.

Local municipalities usually organize fireworks and concerts on New Year’s Eve and we will post any

events on our Ege Eye
Facebook and Twitter groups
as soon as they are
announced.

We would like to wish all of our
readers a very Happy
Christmas and a Peaceful
New Year  and we look
forward to meeting everyone
again in 2019.

Our office will be closed on
Monday 24th and Tuesday
25th December as well as
Monday 31st December and
Tuesday 1st January,
however; you can always
email the advice centre at
support@adviceturkey.org.

Wishes everyone a Merry Christmas and a Happy New YearCelebrate the
New Year

at
De Ja Vu

CCHHRRIISSTTMMAASS

GGIIFFTT
IIDDEEAASS

Free Finger Food

SSPPEECCIIAALL
RREESSTTAAUURRAANNTT

TTRRAADDIITTIIOONNAALL CCHHRRIISSTTMMAASS
DDIINNNNEERR

Homemade Soup

Roast Turkey
Roast Potatoes

Mashed Potatoes
Seasonal Vegetables

Stuffing
Bisto Gravy

Brandy Christmas
Pudding

Tea and Coffee

Book Early

Tel: +90 256 61 3 0371 or 0532 648 7241

5500 TTLL

“Silent Night” is the most

recorded Christmas song in

history, with over 733 different

versions copyrighted since 1978.




